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1 Sept  2016  

Dear Valued Customer   
 
THE FUEL MASTER ACCOUNT  
 
The Virtual Fuels Card Payment Programs are some of the most innovative and dynamic in 
the market today.  It uses the Fuel Master Account to control the spend on the individual 
cards.  This is a versatile and configurable feature that is used to assign administrators to cards, charge vehicle 
cards, and make different agreements for different profiles. It can be set up to have profiles by branch, by clerk, by 
vehicle type or any grouping you may need.   As the fund flow is into the Master Fuel Card this allows one simple 
EFT into the account.  From the Fuel Master Account the individual profiles and cards are loaded with funds.  Every 
level has the same level of control so it makes no difference to have flat layout or a profiled layout. It is your 
choice.  You will use it as follows. 

Fuel Master Account – This is a physical specialised bank account and has no physical cards.  This is an account 
with Standard Bank just for you – except its free and no -one can take it in or out except the program.  This is 
where the physical money is transferred and deposited into.  From this account the money is allocated and 
“loaded” onto the physical payment cards.  It is possible to have many master 
accounts if you are a national organisation and run many regions or branches. 

Multiple Profiles – When a Master Account need to be split for broken down 
control we called this layering process Profiling.   Any amount of layering is 
possible.   These can be simple or complex.  The layering decision is at your 
discretion and is normally dictated by your internal processes and the size of 
your operation. Come talk to us. 

User Control – A user name and password is assigned to each profile. This ensures that there can be no cross 
assignment.  Each administrator is set up separately.   As the system generates reports by user level the User will 
get reports on all cards in his/her profile.  Careful consideration needs to be given in how the control is assigned to 
ensure that the right data ends up with the right controllers. 

Fund Flow – Funds are paid into the Fuel Master Account by EFT.  Although physically possible to make a deposit 
at a Branch of a Bank this is not normally setup.  The inwards transfers is as per any normal banking EFT.  
 
Once money reflects on the Fuel Master Account it can be assigned using the Virtual Web Portal.  This is our 
propriety site from where control of the spend is effected.  Funds from Master to card is effected by fund 
allocation.   This allocation is in real time as it is an inter account allocation to the next layer.  It is thus physically 
possible to have a vehicle fill up and see the amount before the card is loaded. Once the amount is known it can be 
transferred and payment can be made immediately.    
 
The Fuel Master Account is thus the linkage into the banking system from where the fund flow inwards and 
outwards is controlled. It is a simple but powerful tool to protect your money from fraud or abuse without affecting 
operational needs.   It also enables layered reporting directly from the Payment Gateway. 
 
If needed this can be coupled to your credit facilities and operate in a “smart credit” configuration. 
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